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1. INTRODUCTION

Sweden has some of the best-preserved Bronze Age rock art in the world, with more than
20,000 rock art sites in the country. This type of artwork, referred to as petroglyphs in the
archaeology field, was made with considerable force by removing material from a bedrock
surface to create negative reliefs. Furthermore, the craft was most common during the Nordic
Bronze Age, 3700–2300 years ago, and tens of thousands of petroglyphs are found in
Scandinavia and northern Germany (Horn et al. 2021, 1–3). The northern part of Bohuslän
county in western Sweden is rich with prehistoric rock art, as over 1 500 rock art sites have
been discovered in the area (UNESCO 1994). Furthermore, the most concentrated area of
carvings, named Tanum World Heritage, contains an estimated 600 rock carving sites over an
area of 45 square kilometres (figure 1). As it was included in the World Heritage List in 1994,
the World Heritage Committee highlighted the uniqueness and range of versatility of the rock
carvings in Tanum, stating that they are a rare example of art in the European Bronze Age
(Vitlycke Museum 2017b).

Figure 1. Rock art at the Vitlycke Panel (Råmark 2022).

Although Sweden has thousands of rock art sites scattered around the country, only a few
museums are available that inform visitors about them. A vast majority of the sites have no
written or visual information provided for the visitors. Furthermore, as most of the carvings
are unpainted, they can be difficult for visitors to interpret. Of the 600 rock art sites located at
Tanum World Heritage, only the four sites of Vitlycke, Fossum, Aspeberget, and Litsleby
include footpaths, information panels, and parking sites. Furthermore, Litsleby is the only
rock carving site that has been made accessible for wheelchair users (Vitlycke 2017a). The
Vitlycke Museum in Tanum offers a free exhibition and guided tours for the rock art panels in
the vicinity of the museum. However, the museum is open only for six months a year. While
they provide information about the carvings on their website, the visitors do not have access
to more detailed contextual information or visualisation methods for the carvings. Therefore,
there is an issue with visitors having physical and perceptual access to their heritage.
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Additionally, at Tanum World Heritage, some of the rock art is enhanced with red colour and
have been painted for decades (figure 1). However, studies have shown that as the pigments
used in paint are heated by sunlight, they act as a deteriorating factor for rock material (Hall et
al. 2007). Therefore, the heritage experts in Sweden are calling for alternative solutions for
rock art visualisation. If the painting tradition were discontinued, the paint on the carvings
would fade and eventually disappear over time. Hence, the carvings would become less
recognisable to the visitors. This concern led researchers within the project Rock Art in Three
Dimensions (funded by Riksbankens Jubileumsfond and headed by the University of
Gothenburg’s associate professor and researcher Christian Horn) to experiment with
Augmented Reality (AR) and rock carvings. I worked on the experiment in collaboration with
the University of Gothenburg’s associate professor Jonathan Westin and decided to extend the
study into my master thesis. The initial study took place in the autumn of 2021 when we
experimented with using AR technology to visualise rock art in different forms, using
techniques that would not physically or aesthetically disrupt rock art. 

The thesis follows the case of experimenting with AR technology on rock art at Tanum World
Heritage, developing an experimental AR application (from here on also referred to as app
and software) for smart devices and testing the app with Vitlycke Museum staff. During the
course of autumn 2021, Westin and I focused on developing a test app that would be used in
situ by Tanum rock carvings, using image recognition on painted and unpainted rock art as
described in the next section. The test application used markerless recognition, specifically
two-dimensional (2d) Feature Tracking, a technology that processes a library of reference
images to recognise these images in a physical context. During the spring and summer of
2022, I continued the study by using similar and new techniques to the ones tested in the
initial phase, as described in the chapter Further Experimentation and Development (5.1, p.
26). I continued with the app experimentation and development independently and added over
20 rock art targets and corresponding overlays onto the application foundation that was
initially created by Westin. Furthermore, I focused on testing the limitations of AR technology
regarding the distance and size of targets, painted and unpainted carvings, and adding written
information. Finally, the study was concluded with a workshop I organised for Vitlycke
museum employees, where they experimented with the app and shared their ideas and
experiences regarding using this technology. 

With the growing development of digital tools and their increasing use in the cultural heritage
field, this study is seeking to identify how the use of digital technology, specifically AR,
affects the perceived value of heritage, how the public receives such tools, and how they
contribute to the access to heritage. This study focuses on analysing data gathered from a
participant workshop to assess the value of digital heritage. The participants invited to join the
workshop were the Vitlycke Museum staff members. Within the research,
a state-of-the-art literature survey of methodologies of AR, digitalisation in the cultural
heritage field and mobile applications used in rock art was conducted. Finally, the theoretical
framework of access to heritage and the contemporary theory of conservation were used to
analyse the data gathered in the research. In the next section, I detail the initial AR
experimentation performed by me and Westin. The individual work I continued with AR
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experimentation, application development and participant workshop is developed in the
Investigation chapter (5., p. 26).

1.1 Initial Experimentation 

This section discusses the experiment conducted with AR technology and rock carvings in the
autumn of 2021 in collaboration with Jonathan Westin, based on a forthcoming co-authored
article with Westin and Horn in December 2021. The study tested digital methods to
demonstrate differences between painted carvings and the possibility of substituting paint
with virtual layers on unpainted carvings. We experimented on two rock art panels, the
painted Vitlycke panel and the unpainted Runohällen panel, located in the vicinity of
Tanumshede in Bohuslän, Sweden. The area, also referred to as Tanum World Heritage, is
located around 30 km south of the Norwegian border, close to the coastline in West Sweden.
Since the rock art panels found in this area, and generally in Sweden, are located on slated
granite rock surfaces, they tend to collect many leaves in the autumn and snow in the winter.
While researching whether this seasonal issue had been addressed before in the field, similar
studies from China and Spain (Blanco-Pons et al. 2019; Zhang et al. 2019) were found. The
studies had experimented with AR technology on rock carvings, but they had tested the
technology in more stable weather conditions and on carvings located on vertical surfaces. As
the Nordic conditions in Tanum add additional challenges for the AR technology to function,
it was essential to conduct an experiment by recreating the weather conditions where the
carvings would be partially covered or wet. 

The experiment began with Westin building a foundation for the application using ARKit
software development kit (SDK) in the Unity programme. ARKit (by Apple) and ARCore (by
Google) were chosen as the software development kits, because they are free from licence
costs while offering full access to all the tools needed for the study including 2d image
tracking, plane tracking, light estimation, and device tracking. Furthermore, these SDKs could
be used to develop simultaneously for iOS and Android devices using the same code base.
This allowed us to test whether the app would function differently depending on the device
manufacturer and the building platform. While the ARKit already had the option to use 3d
object tracking for AR references, this function was not yet available for Android devices.
Hence, it was opted to use 2d image tracking as the primary method in developing the
app. After the application foundation was built, I continued to develop the app with ARCore
for Android, while Westin focused on developing it with ARKit for iOS. The upcoming text
describes the steps both of us followed, while simultaneously working on two versions of the
same app (iOS and Android).

Furthermore, we continued the experiment by testing the functionality of three different types
of reference images on the Vitlycke panel. The references included: unedited photographs of
the carvings, black and white silhouettes of the carvings in which the background of the
carvings was digitally removed, and screenshots from a high-resolution 3d model of the panel
that was produced using StfM (Structure from Motion) photogrammetry (figure 2). While the
software recognised all three types of images, the tracking was most stable when it used
reference images taken from the 3d model. The stable recognition was likely due to the 3d
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model’s texture, which was blended while still maintaining the key features of the rock art
panel. Moreover, using the 3d model as a reference allowed for a better control for the angle
of the images so that they could be captured from a perpendicular angle to the panel without
physically walking over it.

Figure 2. The high-resolution 3d model of the Vitlycke rock art panel (Natur och Kulturarv Vgr 2019).

Continuing with the method of using screenshots of the 3d model, a reference image library
was built. After the chosen reference images were captured, they were imported into
Photoshop. The depth data from the 3d-scanned model was used to isolate the carvings’
shapes and the bedrock’s background was erased. Then, the isolated carvings were coloured
based on their segmentation data provided by Horn (APPX.1.). The carvings were coloured
according to their estimated ages: green for Early Bronze Age, blue for Late Bronze Age and
black for Unknown Age carvings. The coloured overlays were exported as PNG files into
Unity, where 3d planes of each overlay were created and their measurements were matched
with the corresponding reference images. Finally, each of the images in the reference image
library were associated with their corresponding overlays so that when a device’s live camera
recognised a physical carving that matched a reference image, it displayed the correct overlay
over the carving on the device. 

1.1.1 Painted Rock Art in Vitlycke

Once several images were added to the reference image library and corresponding overlays
were created for them, the app was tested in different conditions and locations: the painted
Vitlycke panel and the unpainted Runohällen panel. The experiment began on the Vitlycke
panel, a popular tourist location, due to its close vicinity to the Vitlycke Museum made it
accessible for testing. Several different types of rock art were experimented on: individual
carvings between 35–60cm, more extensive carvings up to 250 cm in size, and clusters of
several rock carvings. When the application was tested on a more prominent carving that did
not entirely fit on the camera feed of the app, the overlay was flickering. It was found that
image recognition’s fastest and most stable result was on a cluster of carvings. The cluster we
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experimented on had four small rock carvings close to each other and was 55 cm x 45 cm in
size. With this reference, the software could recognise the carving from up to 2.2 metres of
distance from several different angles and was able to maintain the overlay while moving the
device at different angles. The experimenting continued with the cluster by trying to recreate
different environmental conditions: wet weather and leaf fall. The technology exceeded
expectations, as it recognised the carvings after pouring water over it and while it was partly
covered in leaves (figure 3). This indicated that in the case of painted carvings, the technology
could be feasible for different weather conditions within 2.2 metres of distance when used on
smaller carvings.

Figure 3. The application could recognise a painted carving covered with leaves (Westin 2021).

1.1.2 Unpainted Rock Art in Runohällen

Furthermore, the experiment continued on the unpainted rock carvings on the Runohällen
panel, located 4,5 kilometres from the museum, next to a large field. Unfortunately, a
high-resolution 3d-scanned model of that panel was not accessible, therefore photographs
were used as reference images. Furthermore, it was only possible to experiment with one
unpainted carving due to time limitations. However, even though the carving was not very
recognisable to the human eye, both the iOS and the Android versions could superimpose the
virtual overlay we created in a stable manner (figure 4). Moreover, during the testing, the
carving was wet from rain, and it was still able to maintain the connection without flickering.
This indicated that the technology could be feasible for unpainted carvings in cloudy and
rainy conditions. Yet, there was not enough time to test whether the technology would work in
different daylight conditions, dry weather or while being covered with leaves. 
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Figure 4. The application functioned on an unpainted carving at the Runohällen panel (Westin 2021).

1.2 Problem Formulation and Focus Questions

This thesis focuses on the Tanum World Heritage, a UNESCO-listed World Heritage site
located in a rural area in Tanumshede, Sweden. The heritage site has its museum, Vitlycke
Museum, that is open seasonally from May to early November. The museum has placed
information plates with more general information about the rock art panels along the most
famous panels. However, the petroglyphs may still be challenging to interpret in detail
without a guide. Thus, the limited opening hours of the museum and lack of information on
most sites make it less accessible for visitors to gain specific information about the carvings.

Furthermore, as the accentuated rock carvings are painted in uniform colour, it can easily be
mistaken that all the carvings would have been created simultaneously, while their age ranges
from 1700 BCE to 300 BCE (Vitlycke Museum 2017a). With the use of AR technology, the
carvings could be easier to interpret, as an application could show the stages and timeline of
their creation by displaying separate layers, a feature that is not possible to implement onto
the carvings physically. If the app were accessible to the public, it could also answer the
problem of having access to information outside of museum hours. Additionally, studies have
shown that the paint used to accentuate the rock carvings can harm the surface material
(Hall et al. 2007), and there is no clear evidence indicating that the carvings were originally
painted. While discontinuing the rock art painting tradition could bring the carvings closer to
their original state, it would also make the carvings harder to interpret for the visitor and limit
the accessibility that the visualisation has provided. Given that the carvings would no longer
be enhanced with paint, the visitors could benefit from having an alternative tool for
visualisation. This thesis will explore if AR technology is a suitable tool for this purpose.

However, the implementation of digital technology may have some pitfalls. Thus, the primary
focus of this study will explore whether the addition of digital visualisations will impact the
heritage experience of rock carvings. The thesis will dive into the accessibility of the rock
carvings by exploring whether adding digital layers to disseminate rock art would make them
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more or potentially less accessible. Furthermore, the research will try to identify whether the
use of virtual technology will increase or decrease the value of the heritage site from the
public's perspective. 

To guide the research and keep the focus on the values of Tanum World Heritage from a
public perspective, the following research questions have been formulated:

1. Is colouring the rock carvings virtually a viable substitute for physically painting
them?

2. How does the public value heritage that implements Augmented Reality?
3. Does the implementation of Augmented Reality visualisation via the application

improve accessibility?

1.3 Aim and Objectives

The implementation of AR technology to visualise rock carvings has not been widely tested in
the cultural heritage field and even less within the Nordic countries. On the other hand,
several studies in countries such as Spain (Blanco-Pons et al. 2019) and China (Zhang et
al. 2019) have successfully used AR to visualise rock art in open-air heritage sites. However,
using AR in the outdoor environments in Sweden has additional challenges regarding
seasonal weather conditions and varying daylight, not to mention the slanted angle of the
bedrock on which the Nordic carvings are located. 

This study aimed to explore the impact of AR implementation on accessibility and heritage
value from a public perspective. Furthermore, it aimed to explore how an experimental AR
smart device app could be used to add visual information on rock carvings in the Tanum
World Heritage site and provide more contextual information to the visitor. The objectives of
the study included developing an experimental app further and testing it with a focus group.
The first goal was to continue developing the previously started AR application project,
focusing on the Vitlycke rock art panel. The app was developed to a phase where it
demonstrated the different stages of the carvings’ creation with visual information.
Furthermore, the next goal was to study how a focus group consisting of Vitlycke Museum
staff members would receive the use of an AR app for the visualisation and addition of
contextual information for rock art. By analysing the group discussions, the impact of this
digital technology on the accessibility of rock art and the heritage values attached to the rock
carving site was explored.
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2. CURRENT RESEARCH

The current research section focuses on three literature themes that provide background for
the thesis: Digitalisation in the Cultural Heritage Field, Methodologies of AR, and Rock Art
and Mobile Applications. It gives an overall view of the literary themes and focuses more on
highly relevant studies for the thesis topic. Finally, this section arrives at the definition of the
research gap that this thesis aims to answer. 

2.1 Digitalisation in the Cultural Heritage Field

The cultural heritage sector has been shaped by digitality since the beginning of the global
digital revolution in the 1960s (Díaz-Andreu 2017, 404). At the time, the implementation of
digital methods began with electronic devices for data processing. Moreover, the development
of the World Wide Web in the late 1980s introduced new possibilities for public access to
information in the heritage and history fields. In the 1990s, museums began to launch their
web pages. As the technology progressed, historians started to see the possibilities for
creating structured online databases open to the interaction and interpretation of the public. A
well-known example of a history collection project occurred during the 9/11 terrorist attacks,
when amateur and professional historians documented news and stories of the events in the
online September 11 Digital Archive (Cohen & Rosenzweig 2005). As the archive was
accessible by the public for depositing their material, the September 11 Digital
Archive successfully collected, preserved and displayed hundreds of thousands of digital
documents concerning the infamous historical events. (Cohen & Rosenzweig 2005;
Díaz-Andreu 2017, 404). 

Since the beginning of the 21st century, digital technology has developed rapidly, and digitality
has been implemented onto all levels of the cultural heritage field. The first 3d laser scanner
was already developed in the 1960s, but it was not until the mid-1990s that it acquired high
accuracy and worked in combination with modelling software (Edl et al. 2018, 1–3). The 3d
laser scanning technology opened new possibilities for museums to document and display
digital models of their artefacts. Furthermore, heritage practitioners implemented the
technology to perform virtual restorations on digital models. For instance, researchers used
laser scanning technology to record and virtually restore a wooden Buddha sculpture as a
non-invasive method for reconstructing the past appearance of the heritage object (Fowles et
al. 2003, 367–371). Since then, the 3d scanning technologies have become a staple tool for
archaeologists, conservators, restorers, and other practitioners in the heritage field. 

In 2003, UNESCO acknowledged the importance of digitised and born-digital heritage
material. At the time, they coined the term digital heritage to mean cultural, educational,
scientific, and administrative resources, as well as technical, legal, medical and other kinds of
information created digitally or converted into digital form from existing analogue
resources (UNESCO 2003, 2). They also acknowledged the need to safeguard digital heritage,
ensure its accessibility to the public, and ensure digital continuity (UNESCO 2003, 1–2). In
current times, cultural heritage institutions rely heavily on digital applications and tools in the
documentation and preservation of their collections and the digital displaying of exhibitions.
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Many museums have made it possible to visit their exhibitions online, allowing people from
all over the world to access their collections.

Furthermore, the importance of digital museums was highlighted during the COVID-19
pandemic as the world was on lockdown. In their article, King et al. (2021) discussed that up
to 90 % of museums worldwide closed during the pandemic, which resulted in up to 88
temporary museum exhibitions being held online in the UK (King et al. 2021, 488.) While the
digitalisation of cultural heritage has proven to make heritage widely accessible and bridge
gaps between heritage experts and the public, it is inevitable that transferring heritage from its
physical context to online will diminish its intangible aspects, such as the social embodiment
of a physical visit (ibid., 498). The implementation of digital technology has allowed for
broader public participation in the cultural heritage field, as people can express their thoughts
about heritage sites through websites and social media platforms. However, unequal access to
digital technology can be an exclusionary tool for people (Diáz-Andreu 2017, 405).

2.2 Methodologies of Augmented Reality

For the past two decades, immersive and semi-immersive technologies have been increasing
in the cultural heritage field. Many studies have experimented with the implementation of
Virtual Reality (VR) (see Ibrahim & Ali 2018; Marasco & Balbi 2019), Augmented Reality
(AR) (see Blaco-Pons et al. 2019; Zhang et al. 2019; Tzima et al. 2021) and Mixed Reality
(MR) (see Jung et al. 2020; Bekele et al. 2021) into heritage settings. The app experimented
within this study uses AR technology, which displays digital elements in our physical
environment using a smart device. Unlike fully immersive VR technology, AR technology is
considered semi-immersive, allowing users to interact with virtual elements in real-time. The
cultural heritage field has implemented AR technology as a tool to increase engagement with
visitors by providing alternative ways of dissemination for cultural heritage objects and sites
(Scianna et al. 2019, 2). AR has also been increasingly used as an educational tool in
museums as it can provide additional information to the viewer through visualisations, such as
3d models, sound, and text. A clear advantage of AR technology is supporting the use of
Natural Feature Tracking (NFT), also known as markerless feature-based tracking. The NFT
technology identifies natural patterns in images of environments and extracts key points from
the images to match them with the live camera feed of a device. It allows the technology to be
used at heritage sites without adding physical markers to the heritage objects. (Bekele et
al. 2018, 3.)

In the past years, there has been a vast growth in AR applications created in the context of
cultural heritage. For instance, Scianna et al. (2019) developed an app for the 3d visualisation
of Piazza Garraffo historical square in Palermo, Italy (Scianna et al. 2019, 3–6). The
researchers used photogrammetry to create a virtual model of the historical Garraffo fountain,
which had been relocated from its original location and virtually reconstructed the historical
square with the modelled fountain. With the developed AR application, the users could
superimpose the reconstruction of the historical Piazza Garraffo in its current, modernised
setting to understand better what it looked like in the past. Furthermore, an example of
another related project by Fenu and Pittarello (2018) employed an AR app called Svevo tour,
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which used storytelling techniques to inform visitors of the work and life of the Italian
novelist Italo Svevo (Fenu & Pittarello 2018, 20–23). Svevo tour was likely the first AR
application developed for a literary museum. Within the app, users could listen to narrated
audio recordings, display digital images of Italo Svevo in real-time, and read contextual
information. The study’s results showed a high cognitive and emotional engagement from
senior visitors, indicating that AR technology could prove helpful for people despite their age
(ibid., 20–35). 

In 2018 authors Bekele et al. (2018) published the article A Survey of Augmented, Virtual and
Mixed Reality for Cultural Heritage, reviewing 40 different AR applications used in the
cultural heritage field. The applications were categorised based on their aim, tracking
technology, setting, interface, and display method (Bekele et al. 2018, 23–27). The study
found that AR appss are typically developed as a tool for exploration, heritage reconstruction,
heritage data management, and improved visitor experience. Furthermore, the authors found
that most of the heritage field applications were created to enhance exhibitions, and most of
them were used on mobile devices (Bekele et al. 2018, 4). In their study, the authors discussed
how the reviewed AR apps emphasise different aspects of the app based on the aim and target
audience. For instance, exploration-based applications primarily used in archaeological
contexts and targeted at heritage experts emphasise tracking accuracy. On the contrary,
education-based applications targeted at museum visitors tend to emphasise innovative
information displays to spark interest and engagement. 

The app discussed in this thesis would fall under the exhibition enhancing, educational and
explorative applications, since it aims to demonstrate contextual information about rock art
through virtual layers, segmentation data, 3d scanned models and a handheld VR view of the
Vitlycke panel. In addition, the app aimed to engage the visitors and educate them through
alternative ways of visual narration, enhancing the visitors’ interpretation of the carvings.
Nonetheless, the development of the app also focused on scientific data and accurate tracking,
which could engage heritage experts and tourists. (Bekele et al. 2018, 17–27.)

2.3 Rock Art and Mobile Applications

In the context of digital heritage, several researchers have conducted studies on implementing
digital tools to disseminate and narrate rock art sites. As rock carvings are in open-air nature
environments, they are subjected to constant erosion by rain, sunlight, and snow (Zhang et
al. 2019, 118). Hence, this has made some rock art challenging to interpret by the public and
experts, making Blanco-Pons et al. (2019) turn to AR for digital dissemination. Furthermore,
some researchers have implemented mobile applications to aid the discovery of rock carvings
that are not easily noticeable (Galani & Kidd 2019), and the visualisation of carvings located
at inaccessible heights (Zhang et al. 2019). 

In 2019 Blanco-Pons et al. (2019) conducted a study on rock art located at Cova dels
Cavalls in Tirig, Spain. The case study focused on painted Levantine rock art, which had been
eroded to a hardly recognisable state over time. Hence, the authors experimented with using
AR to superimpose reconstructed versions of the rock art onto the faded engravings. They
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used Unity software and ARToolKit library and implemented a reference image library with
training images onto their app. The technology used key points to match the training images
with the virtually reconstructed images that overlayed the engravings in real time on the smart
device screen. After testing the app with participants, the authors found that AR technology
was an ideal tool for improving the visualisation of rock art. A similar study was conducted
by Zhang et al. (2019) in the Helan Mountain rock carving site in Inner Mongolia, China. The
study focused on eroded rock art carved into rock surfaces, some of which were located on
steep terrains. They built an AR application that used both feature-based recognition and a
navigation map via GPS to match the rock carvings with digital overlays. Upon identification
of the corresponding rock carvings, the app displayed detailed images of the rock carvings
and written information about them. The authors found that the technology improved the
visualisation of the carvings. However, it needed further development to function better under
strong sunlight and dim light conditions. (Blanco-Pons et al. 2019, 177–185; Zhang et
al.  2019, 118–121.) 

Furthermore, Authors Galani & Kidd (2019) conducted a study called RAMP (Rock Art on
Mobile Phones), exploring the use of mobile devices to improve the interaction and
interpretation of Neolithic rock art in Northumberland, England. Moreover, the study was
conducted using a participatory design of 39 non-experts to guide the development of the
application. The app used marker-based technology to identify small QR code plaques placed
on public paths around the rural rock art site. Upon identifying the codes, the app showed a
map, navigation instructions and images of the surroundings to the user. At each rock carving
site, the user was provided with a short narration recorded in the local dialect. Interestingly,
this exploration-based application displayed several interpretations of the rock carvings to
underline the archaeological data's ambiguity. Overall, the experiment aimed at the openness
of interpretation by the participants. To conclude the study, the authors interviewed the
participants to learn about their experience, sense of place and self. (Galani & Kidd 2019,
5:1–15.)

Although the topic of this thesis has similarities with these previously conducted studies,
especially with the use of AR for rock art dissemination, several differences make this study
unique. Firstly, the Cova dells Cavalls and Helan Mountain rock art sites are located in Spain
and China, with very different seasonal weather conditions compared to Sweden. The Nordic
climate in Tanum poses additional challenges of seasonal snowfall and meagre sunlight from
late autumn to early spring. During this time, the sun's low position will not only provide poor
lighting but also cast shadows on the rock carvings that can negatively affect the functionality
of the markerless AR technology (Tzima et al. 2021, 3–4). 

Furthermore, the nearly horizontal bedrock surfaces at the Tanum World Heritage are easily
covered by leaves during autumn. The high number of rock art sites in the area also makes it
challenging to maintain them regularly. Moreover, the rural location of the carving sites might
lack data connection, which can affect the image recognition results. Excluding the technical
differences, the study is more focused on evaluating stakeholders' experience, interpretation,
and valuation of digital heritage than the formerly discussed AR rock art experiments.
Furthermore, this study explores the impact of AR on heritage value and public access to
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heritage. While Galani & Kidd (2019) thoroughly evaluated participants' experience of digital
heritage, the application discussed in their study did not use AR technology nor superimpose
virtual overlays onto rock carvings. 

1.5. Delimitations and limitations

This study is framed to explore the possibilities of using AR technology for rock art
dissemination and education from the perspective of access to heritage theory and
the contemporary theory of conservation. The developed AR application is evaluated with the
Vitlycke Museum staff, and their interviews are analysed in relation to the theoretical
framework. Furthermore, several other concepts that could impact this study topic, such as
gender, class, age, and race have been framed out of this study. Moreover, the app is not tested
with Tanum World Heritage visitors in the scope of this thesis. It would be essential to test the
app with visitors and interview them on their experience of the tool and their perception of
digital heritage in future research to better understand different stakeholders' approaches. 

The study was limited by a restricted timeline and difficulty accessing the physical location of
Tanum World Heritage, which is not easily accessible via public transport from Gothenburg.
Furthermore, limited experience with application development affected the timeline and the
included features for the developed app. Within the time constraint, the app was developed
into an experimental phase that explores different possibilities with AR technology and rock
art but is not a finished product to be used by the museum or the public. Moreover, issues with
accessibility to the physical site and limited time from the museum staff meant that only a
small number of staff were interviewed about their experience. Finally, the restricted timeline
with museum opening hours during the spring resulted in visitors not being interviewed in the
scope of this study. 
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3. RESEARCH METHODS

The implementation of this study included the development of an experimental AR
application and the organisation of a participant workshop realised through the techniques of a
case study. Moreover, this thesis used the methods of a case study, in Tanum world heritage
site to experiment with AR technology on rock art and a bounded socio-technical
experiment to include stakeholders in finding sustainable solutions for implementing digital
technology within cultural heritage. Therefore, the study focused on researching AR
technology and rock art in the case study to find in-depth information on the technical and
experiential considerations of their integration in world heritage sites.

3.1 Data Collection

3.1.1 Literature Review and AR Experimentation

Firstly, the Tanum case study was conceptualised through a literature review and practical
experimentation with AR and rock art. Within the literature review, articles related to the
topics of Augmented Reality, rock art, virtual technology in cultural heritage, and digital
heritage were gathered from Web of Science. These articles were then analysed with a focus
on the AR methods used by different researchers, the results of their study, and the visitors’
experience with AR implementation in heritage sites (see section 2., p. 14). The practical
applications of AR technology on rock art and the public experiences of integrating AR into
heritage sites elaborated in the different articles served to: 1) further the experiments with AR
technology on the rock art found in Tanum, and 2) extract relevant themes that contributed to
the formulation of questions for the stakeholders workshop and analysis later in the process.
Furthemore, in order to grasp the extent to which this technology can be used, AR and rock
art was experimented with under diverse conditions such as painting, distance, and weather
conditions. Finally, an experimental AR app was developed as a tool for education and
visualisation of rock art. The basis of the application was developed in a project called Rock
Art in Three Dimensions, previously discussed in the introduction (see section 1.1, p. 9).
However, in this thesis, the literature review was used to further experiment with AR and
develop the AR app to a larger scale.

3.1.2 Stakeholder Workshop

Furthermore, the research methodology of bounded socio-technical experiments as agents of
systemic change (BSTE), introduced in a study by Szejnwald Brown and Vergragt (2008), was
chosen for the second research method. The authors conceptualised the BSTE as the learning
process that aims to find sustainable solutions through the involvement of stakeholders.
Furthermore, BTSE focuses on finding solutions for a defined societal issue by using novel
technology, co-creation, and open communication between stakeholders. This approach was
found to bring alternative perspectives into the discussion through the inclusion of different
stakeholders in the problem-solving process, thus creating novel information that can be
useful for future learning processes. Moreover, the authors found that implementing this
method led stakeholders to reconsider and alter their predefined attitudes and ideas to better
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contribute to sustainability and societal needs (Szejnwald Brown & Vergragt 2008, 126).
Generally, studies that implement a stakeholder analysis consult a more comprehensive range
of stakeholders such as museum visitors, staff, owners, volunteers, governmental bodies,
associations, et cetera (tom Dieck & Jung 2017; Serravalle et al. 2019). However, due to time
limitations, this study focused on interviewing internal stakeholders only—the Vitlycke
museum staff.

In this thesis, BSTE was implemented by organising a participant workshop with the Vitlycke
Museum staff, where the participants tested the AR app and communicated their experience
of the technology and its implementation within Tanum World Heritage. This method was
used to bring awareness to different perspectives and understand if implementing an AR tool
can contribute to the accessibility and perceived heritage value. Furthermore, the study aimed
to measure the stakeholders' perception of using novel technology with rock art and its effects
on the heritage experience. The format of a participant workshop allowed the stakeholders to
openly communicate their ideas and have discussions with each other within the defined
topics; this dialogue brought together different perspectives and enriched the data set. In the
scope of the workshop, the museum staff members tested the app on a smartphone on the
painted carvings in the Vitlycke panel and two unpainted carvings by the museum; first
independently and then with guidance when needed. After testing, the participants gathered
inside the museum, and were asked predefined questions relating to the themes that emerged
from the literature review. The questions aimed to explore the participants' experience using
the application, its suitability for the museum and the public, their perception of AR and VR
technology on heritage sites and its impact on the heritage experience. 

In the workshop, participants wrote comments for each question on post-it notes and stuck
them on a whiteboard. They had 7 minutes to answer each question, and they could write as
many comments as they could. Afterwards, similar answers were gathered on the whiteboard
into subtopics and the comments were shared with the group. Then, follow-up questions were
asked, and the participants discussed the topics as a group. The workshop lasted for 75
minutes, and the session was recorded. A transcript generator, Trint, was used to transcribe
the recorded conversations. Furthermore, the whole recording was listened to for corrections
and familiarising with the data. Finally, the interview transcription was analysed using
thematic analysis, elaborated in the next section. The workshop implementation is discussed
further in the Vitlycke Museum Staff Workshop section (see 5.2, p. 29). 

3.2 Data Analysis

The results of the workshop were used to explore and analyse the more significant digital
heritage phenomenon and its implementation's impact from a public perspective. The data
was analysed using theoretical thematic analysis (Braun & Clarke 2006, 83–84) to identify
themes within the focus groups discussions. Theoretical thematic analysis is a deductive
approach, where the themes were already identified during the literature review, and served
later as a basis for the questions asked during the participant workshops. Following the
transcription of the focus group discussions, the data was coded manually using the
predetermined themes. The themes identified were: application feedback, evaluation of
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museum use, evaluation of public use, using AR/VR at heritage sites and impact on heritage
experience. However, in the analysis process a new, recurring theme was identified:
accessibility. This theme was so prominent that it was integrated as one of the major
theoretical frameworks of the thesis. Therefore, the data analysis ended up integrating
inductive thematic analysis within the main deductive one.

3.3 Source Material

For source material, the study employed literary material found in online articles, books, and
websites, and human resources at the University of Gothenburg and the Vitlycke Museum.
The online database Web of Science was used to review state-of-the-art articles regarding AR
technology in cultural heritage, heritage and accessibility, digital heritage and digital tools
used with rock art. Furthermore, a primary source for the theoretical framework was the
book Contemporary Theory of Conservation by Muñoz Viñas (2005). Regarding questions
about application development, University of Gothenburg's associate professor in digital
humanities, Jonathan Westin, who also acted as the co-supervisor in this thesis was consulted.
Furthermore, regarding specific information about the Vitlycke rock carvings, the University
of Gothenburg's associate professor Christian Horn was consulted. Finally, the Vitlycke
Museum staff members acted as informants during the participant workshop. The staff
members that participated in the workshop, who will remain anonymous in this study, were
two museum teachers, a museum antiquarian, and the museum CEO. The workshop was
conducted in person at the Tanum World Heritage site and in the Vitlycke Museum,explained
in further detail in the Vitlycke museum staff workshop sub-chapter (section 5.2). 
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4. THEORY

The theoretical framework of this thesis includes the concepts of access to heritage and
contemporary conservation theory. Access to heritage in this thesis is framed as the human
right to access one’s heritage and the provided ability to engage with it physically,
perceptually and appropriationally. Furthermore, the contemporary theory of conservation
prioritises stakeholders’ meaning and values towards heritage objects over retaining the
maximum amount of historical evidence. Hence, the theory advises a flexible approach
towards conservation which considers the subjective experiences of heritage users together
with the opinions and interpretations of heritage experts.

4.1 Access to Heritage and Accessibility

Access to heritage has been widely discussed in the cultural heritage field. In a report
addressed at a United Nations Human Rights Council session, Farida Shaheed, an expert in
cultural rights, discussed accessing heritage as a human rights issue. Shaheed stated that the
enjoyment and ability to access cultural heritage as a human right is a fundamental factor
within the field of heritage conservation (United Nations Human Rights Council 2011, 3). She
further continued:

Beyond preserving/safeguarding an object or a manifestation in itself, it obliges one to take into
account the rights of individuals and communities in relation to such object or manifestation
and, in particular, to connect cultural heritage with its source of production. Cultural heritage
is linked to human dignity and identity. Accessing and enjoying cultural heritage is an important
feature of being a member of a community, a citizen and, more widely, a member of society.
(United Nations Human Rights Council 2011, 3).

The concept of access to heritage is often associated with restrictions in state of war, during
colonial and post-colonial times, as well as minorities' and migrants' rights to their heritage
(Duval & Gauchon 2021, 332). However, it also needs to be considered in the context of
citizens accessing their heritage in a time of peace (ibid., 332–333). Duval and Gauchon
(2011) discuss accessibility in the context of governmental bodies physically restricting
visitors' access to several rock art sites in France while allowing access to heritage experts.
The authors categorised rock art sites based on their level of accessibility into five different
categories, ranging from sites that were completely restricted from the public to sites that
were open to the public but lacked any form of public outreach. Based on their findings,
Duval and Gauchon (2021) argue that the choice to restrict access to heritage sites from the
public demonstrates a prioritisation for material conservation values over the need for people's
appropriation and access to their heritage, which impacts the heritage-making process (ibid.,
337–338).

As previously discussed, people should have the human right to access their heritage, but how
often do they have the actual ability to do so without facing discrimination or being excluded?
Duval & Gauchon (2021) discussed legal restrictions used by heritage experts towards the
general public to access heritage sites. However, the ability to access one's heritage is more
often excluded from specific groups rather than the entire public. To further explore this
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concept, I decided to integrate the theoretical framework of accessibility from a study by
Deffner et al. (2015) within the theory of access to heritage in my thesis. Generally,
accessibility is discussed as a person's ability to take part in and use a provided service or a
product, regardless of their background or physical, mental and other personal characteristics,
without having to face discrimination (Deffner et al. 2015, 3). However, in the context of
cultural heritage, accessibility can further include the ability to travel and move to heritage
sites, access necessary support, participate in experiences and activities, and interpret,
understand, and meaningfully engage with the provided information. 

Deffner et al. (2015, 5–6) demonstrate moments of accessibility in three categories: physical
accessibility, perceptual accessibility, and appropriational accessibility. In a cultural heritage
setting, physical accessibility is defined as a person's ability to use their bodily functions to
travel to and move within a heritage site and experience it through a combination of five
senses (touch, sight, hearing, smell, and taste). The groups that face the most exclusion from
physical accessibility are people with physical disabilities and people who struggle to meet
the economic barriers set for visiting heritage sites. Secondly, perceptual accessibility is
defined as the mental ability to perceive and understand cultural heritage. The ability to
perceptually access heritage is tied to a person's level of education, interest, learning, and
processing ability. Hence, groups of people with mental disabilities, learning difficulties, and
low education are often omitted at heritage sites. Finally, appropriational accessibility is the
combination of physical and perceptual accessibility. It refers to a person's ability to both
physically experience and intellectually understand heritage, to form an emotional or personal
connection to it and thus, through personal narration, reproduce it in a new form. The authors
refer to it as the appropriated form of heritage, describing it as the eventual goal in heritage
tourism by the cultural heritage field policymakers. (Deffner et al. 2015).

Based on the findings presented above, access to heritage must include all levels of
accessibility and the general public's access to their heritage in times of peace to be
all-encompassing. Therefore, in this thesis, the theoretical framework of accessibility
presented by Deffner et al. (2015) is integrated within the concept of access to heritage.
Furthermore, access to heritage as a theory is essential to the research within the context of
Tanum World Heritage because it explores how using AR technology with rock art can
impact accessibility from a public perspective. Although access to the Tanum heritage site is
not physically or economically restricted, it is crucial to understand whether other aspects of
inaccessibility are present and if using an AR application can overcome some of those
barriers.

4.2 Contemporary Theory of Conservation

For the second part of the theory section, the contemporary theory of conservation (from here
on, referred to as CTC) is adapted, as presented by Muñoz Viñas (2005). While classical
conservation theory places most value in scientific evidence, historical evidence and retaining
an object's integrity, these ideas are challenged in the CTC as being too rigid and not taking
non-experts into account. For instance, removing 19th-century additions from an 18th-century
painting would be justified in classical conservation theory by arguing it would be the action
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of revealing the truth of the object, even though the additions are still historical and arguably
just as authentic as the original painting itself (Muñoz Viñas 2005, 200).

Furthermore, in scientific conservation, decision-making is always framed based on
objectivity, scientific evidence, and materiality, with little value given to emotional
attachments and subjective opinions. However, heritage is inherently linked to cultural
practices and processes. Within them, people's emotional attachments have enabled the very
care and preservation of the heritage we have today. Therefore, the CTC holds a more flexible
criterion in the conservation decision-making, stressing the importance of adapting to the
stakeholder's needs (ibid., 199). Furthermore, the theory does not disregard the classical
conservation theory but calls for a change in attention from heritage objects to heritage users. 

Muñoz Viñas (2005, 209) discusses the users, also referred to as the stakeholders, which
entails the trained heritage experts and the future users of the heritage in question. In this case,
the role of experts is to interpret meanings and transfer knowledge of heritage, resulting in its
appreciation by the public. Contrary to classical and scientific conservation, CTC calls for the
use of adaptive ethics that regard the multifaceted reasons and circumstances for conservation
(ibid., 202). While still acknowledging the role of material and environment components, it
focuses on the subjective aspects: stakeholder's meanings related to heritage objects and
allocated resources for conservation activities. Therefore, each conservation scenario that
follows CTC would use case-based practices, resulting from a negotiation process of
practitioners and users. In practice, this could, for instance, mean restoring a heritage object
by removing historical evidence if the symbolic value of the object is stronger to stakeholders
than its historically authentic state (ibid, 203–204). Hence, the primary consideration would
be to take conservation actions that improve the meaning and fulfil symbolic values attached
to the heritage objects, which its users determine. 

The contemporary theory of conservation is relevant to the research in this thesis, as it takes a
critical approach toward traditional conservation ethics and considers multiple stakeholders in
a negotiatory conservation process. In the research, focus resides on experimenting with
digital tools for the visualisation and presenting segmentation of rock art that can be difficult
to interpret to the public. Moreover, some of the rock art has always been unpainted, and the
painted ones will possibly be left unpainted in the future to protect the rock material. As this
digital tool for dissemination is tested, this research considers whether it would be a usable
form of informing the public and if it would function as an alternative way of visualising rock
art. Muñoz Viñas (2005, 214) states that contemporary ethics asks them [decision-makers] to
consider the different meanings that an object has for different groups of people, and to
decide not just which meanings should prevail, but also how to combine them to satisfy as
many views as possible. 

Therefore, the principles of CTC are used to involve the stakeholders in the decision-making
process by allowing them to experience the application and share their subjective opinions,
values, and concerns about the digital technology implementation in the experimentation
stage of the app. This study also takes into consideration some classical conservation aspects,
such as minimum intervention, as it was decided in the early stages of the project to use
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technology that does not physically intervene with the rock art. To clarify, the practice of
minimum intervention implies that in the conservation process, a practitioner applies as few
changes as necessary to a heritage object to ensure its preservation and existence in a stable
condition (ibid., 188). 
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5. INVESTIGATION

This chapter discusses the implementation of this study in two sections: Further
Experimentation and Development of the AR application with rock art and Vitlycke Museum
Staff Workshop. The first sub-chapter discusses the technical experimentation and
development processes of an AR app for the Tanum World Heritage rock art. This section
focuses on the technological aspects of AR app development and its experimentation in
different environmental conditions. Finally, the last section focuses on the process, methods
and details of the participatory workshop held for the museum’s employees. The
experimentation and workshop results are presented later in the Results chapter (see 6., p. 31).

5.1 Further Experimentation and Development

After conducting the initial experiments with the application in autumn 2021, the
experimentation and app development were furthered in the spring and summer of 2022. The
initial experimentation demonstrated that AR technology is feasible for rock art visualisation.
Therefore, this thesis continued to investigate whether the implementation of AR technology
would impact the heritage value and accessibility from a public perspective. In order to test
the research questions, the application needed to be further developed to the stage where
stakeholders could test it. Therefore, more rock art was added to the app with segmentation
overlays, experiments were conducted with distance limitations regarding image recognition,
text layers were tested on, and several more unpainted rock carvings were visualised. The
focus resided on developing the app as an experimental tool for providing more context and
informing visitors about the painted rock carvings in Vitlycke, rather than solely focusing on
visualising unpainted rock carvings with colour. Furthermore, the development was continued
on the Android versions with ARCore in Unity within the scope of this thesis, while Westin
supported the development of the iOS version in a separate project for future
experimentation. 

5.1.1 Adding Segmentation Layers

In the spring of 2022, the application development continued by adding more reference
images of the Vitlycke panel to the reference image library. For reference images, screenshots
of the 3d-scanned model were used (figure 1, page 8), as it had been proven to be the most
suitable method for reference images in the initial experimentation. Moreover, the same
workflow described in the Initial experimentation section (see 1.1, p. 9) was used to create
reference images and their corresponding virtual overlays (figure 5). In Unity, the reference
images were assigned with the corresponding overlays therefore they—the coloured
overlays—became visible on the live camera feed of the app when it recognised the rock art
targets.
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Figure 5. A reference image of the Vitlycke 9B carving and its virtual overlay (Råmark 2022).

It is worth noting that this method used the existing red paint of the carvings as a reference for
the outline of the carving; if the carvings were no longer painted, it would potentially create a
challenge for future development through image referencing. As tested in the prior
experiment, the technology was also able to recognise unpainted carvings since they had
accumulated dirt to accentuate the outline of the carving. However, the quickest and most
stable result for image recognition occurred when using painted carvings as reference images.
Furthermore, the existing red paint on the carvings has been interpretively painted according
to the carvings' outlines that are visible to the human eye. However, the studied depth data of
the panel indicates that the carvings used to look quite different from how they are currently
displayed (APPX.1). Therefore, the paint on the carvings does not necessarily visualise the
petroglyphs authentically. Alternatively, AR could be used to demonstrate the shapes of the
carvings according to the scientific depth data in the future.

5.1.2 Testing Distance Limitations

In order to test distance limitation of AR, a grid reference system of the panel (see APPX.2)
was created to identify the carvings by their position and determine how far, along the panel,
the software would be able to recognise the petroglyphs. Using Affinity Photo, a grid was
placed over a screenshot of the Vitlycke panel model, and numbers and letters were added in
the grid squares. The carvings’ references were coded on the grid sections the carvings most
aligned with, paired with the name “Vitlycke”. For example, a cluster of carvings in the lower
central part of the panel was named “Vitlycke A12”. Then, clusters that intersected several
squares were coded after the letters and numbers in the intersecting squares; for instance, the
largest boat carving was named “Vitlycke 4-7BC”. It was evident from the initial
experimentation that long distances and sloping of the bedrock made it harder for the carvings
to be recognised. Therefore, the grid was used to specify which carvings are within the
recognisable distance of the AR app and which fall outside of the range supported by this
technology.  

Moving forward, 20 petroglyph images were added as references to the reference image
library. As many carvings as possible were added on the lower panel in vertical positions
between A-B and several carvings on the middle part of the panel up to the vertical position
of F. The following references were added to the software foundation using the same working
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method as previously described (see 1.1, page 9–11): Vitlycke 1A, 2, 4-7BC, 8B, 8-9C, 9A, 9B,
9BC, 10A, 10B, 10C, 10D, 10EF, 11A, 12A, 12B, 13-14A, 14-15AB, 15A and 16AB (see
APPX.1).

5.1.3 Visualising Unpainted Carvings

While the application’s ability to recognise unpainted carvings had been tested briefly in the
initial experimentation stage, the experimentation for this study continued with different
panels and weather conditions. Although most of the unpainted carvings are located further
away from the Vitlycke Museum, there are two small panels behind the museum that were fit
for testing. In the first location (figure 6, left image), the carving experimented on was a
modern reconstruction of a petroglyph made in the 20th century, and thus the outlines were
quite visible to the human eye. The other three carvings were from the Bronze Age and were
difficult to make out (figure 6, right image) as they had been weathered for centuries. 

As 3d models of these panels were not available, photographs of the carvings were used as
reference images. The carvings were captured from a neutral angle and imported into Affinity
photo where they were cropped, and their contrast was increased. For the reconstructed
carving, the outline was used as a reference for creating the digital layer, using a similar red
tone to the painted Vitlycke carvings. However, not enough details were identified for the
cluster of carvings to create the digital layer out of the carved outlines. Hence, a photograph
in which the carvings were accentuated with white paint was used as a reference for the
digital overlay (Re: Drawings of unpainted carvings). Finally, the same methods as discussed
previously (see 1.1, p. 9) were used to add the images to the reference image library and
associate them with their corresponding digital layers.

Figure 6. The unpainted carvings experimented on: a reconstructed carving (left) and a cluster of carvings (right)
(Råmark 2022).

5.1.4 Adding Text Layers

In the final experimentation with AR, adding written information about the carvings in the
application was tested. The goal was to provide contextual texts about four painted clusters of
carvings in the app that would inform what is depicted. For the descriptions, Christian Horn
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was consulted to describe the four carving clusters in short paragraphs, including what the
carvings represented and their estimated age (Re: Description for carvings). Vitlycke 2, 8B,
9B and 10B carvings were chosen as examples, as they are easily accessible at the Vitlycke
panel. The texts Horn provided were summarised and added onto separate UI Canvas layers
in Unity. Next, the texts were added on a slightly transparent black layer to make them more
legible. The aim was to show a button on the device screen once it recognises a set target and
to have the information displayed at the click of the button. Four separate buttons were
created for each target with the text Show more that initiated the action of displaying the
corresponding information text on the device screen. The results of the conducted experiments
are discussed in the Results of the AR Application Experiment section (6.1, p. 31).

5.2 Vitlycke Museum Staff Workshop

Once the experiments with the application were complete, with enough features added, a
workshop with the Vitlycke Museum staff was organised to gain an understanding of the
stakeholders’ perspective toward the app and digital heritage in general. The objective was to
interview the staff members about how they experienced the app, what use it would be
suitable for, and how they value AR technology used in cultural heritage settings. Therefore,
the following aims were set for the workshop: 

1) Testing the AR application in situ, 2) Discerning how the staff values AR in relation to
cultural heritage (specifically rock art at Tanum World Heritage), 3) Grasping how the
participants experience the experimental application 4) Brainstorming the advantages and
disadvantages of using AR and virtual technology at cultural heritage sites), 5) Determining
whether that app would be more suitable for public or for museum use, and 6) Getting
feedback for further development. 

At the testing stage, the application included the following features: being able to scan and
visualise 13 painted carvings at the Vitlycke panel with colours indicating their estimated age,
visualising four unpainted carvings in red colour, placing five different 3d-scanned rock art
panels on an AR camera view, and experiencing a 360° handheld VR view of the Vitlycke
panel. The workshop was held in May 2022 at the Vitlycke Museum, with visits to the
Vitlycke rock art panel and two small unpainted panels in the museum’s vicinity. The author
of the thesis acted as the workshop organiser and moderator. Four staff members were able to
attend the entire workshop, and one additional participant was present for half of the app
testing period. The workshop began by participants assembling in the museum’s cafeteria,
where the day’s schedule was introduced: testing the application together and then having five
brainstorming sessions as a group.
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Figure 7. The application testing and brainstorming sessions at the Vitlycke Museum staff workshop (Abdallah 2022).

Following the introduction, the participants began testing the app with an Android mobile
device at the Vitlycke panel (figure 7). The fifth participant did not attend testing at the
Vitlycke panel due to mobility issues. All the participants had about 7 minutes to test the
features in the app individually or as pairs. Initially, the aim was to see if they could test it
independently to determine whether the app was easy to use. However, most needed further
instruction to find out the specific features of the app and to know which carvings were
included. The participants seemed excited to see the different features and were especially
happy with being able to inspect the scanned 3d-models of different panels. Everyone then
headed to the unpainted carvings, where the participants tested the app with the moderator’s
guidance. Since it was a very sunny day with a lot of harsh shadows cast on the panels, the
software had issues with identifying the carvings. The software functioned well on the
modern reconstruction carving after creating some shade over the panel. However, it was still
unable to identify the unpainted carvings cluster. 

After the app testing, the participants gathered in a room provided by the museum to
brainstorm (figure 7). Guiding questions were prepared in advance for the group about the
topics at hand, and the group was given 7 minutes per each topic to write as many ideas as
they could on post-it notes. After the time was up, they stuck their notes onto a whiteboard.
The participants had many ideas to share, and some struggled to fit all the feedback onto the
post-it notes. Next, their answers were sorted by the moderator by similarity into clusters,
after which the moderator read out all the answers and allowed the participants to extend their
ideas. Then, the group was asked follow-up questions and began a group discussion. The
group discussion was lively, with participants bouncing off each other’s ideas and completing
each other’s sentences. Hence, the participants had lots of thoughts and feedback to share.
Moreover, they were eager to analyse the application’s relevance to their own experiences and
in relation to ethical considerations within the cultural heritage field. Overall, the entire
workshop took 75 minutes, and the brainstorming sessions were recorded with the consent of
the participants. In the next section, the group discussion results are presented based on
different themes.
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6. RESULTS

In this chapter, the AR app experimentation results are presented in the first section, and the
results from the Vitlycke museum staff workshop are presented in the second section. A
theoretical discussion and analysis of the results that combines the AR application
experimentation with the workshop discussions is explored in the next chapter.

6.1 Results of the AR application Experiment

The app experimentation phase included adding augmented segmentation layers of unpainted
and painted rock art, testing distance limitations of feature-based image recognition
technology and exploring the possibility of adding image-recognition triggered text layers on
the application. The results are presented below based on their themes.

6.1.1 Distance Limitations

As the app was tested in situ in April, it was able to identify and display digital layers on most
of the carvings on the lower part of the panel in vertical positions A and B (see APPX.2)
when standing in front of the carvings on the wooden deck (figure 8). However, it did not
recognise the small carving cluster Vitlycke 9A and the large boat carving Vitlycke 4-7BC
which is about 2.5 metres wide. While the issue with the recognition of 9A is not clear, the
software could not recognise 4-7BC, most likely because it did not fully fit the screen within a
close reach from the panel. 

Figure 8. The application could recognise and display overlays on the carvings in the A and B positions (Råmark 2022).
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After testing the carvings on the lower part of the panel, the carvings from the vertical
position of 10A, moving the device upwards to 10EF were tested. The application could
recognise carvings 10A and 10B when standing in front of the carvings on the wooden deck.
However, it did not recognise the carvings 10C through 10EF from the same standing
position. 10C only became recognisable when leaning over the wooden deck and stepping on
the panel, which should not be required for using the app, as it goes against the advice of the
museum. It was evident while standing in front of the panel that the image recognition did not
function for the carvings in the positions between C-F.

Furthermore, the slanted nature of the panel made it impossible to capture the carvings from a
perpendicular angle to the panel with the smart device, which is the angle the reference
images were captured in. An alternative method was explored by capturing new reference
images from a slanted angle to test whether changing the references to mimic the real-life
position of the carvings would make a difference. However, testing with the new reference
images did not impact the application’s ability to recognise them. This could mean that the
distance factor would be more important for NFT technology to work than the angle of the
target. In conclusion, the NFT technology used in the app has a distance limitation of
approximately 2 metres between the image target and the user.

6.1.2 Unpainted Carvings

In the next phase, the functionality of recognising the unpainted carvings in cloudy and sunny
weather conditions was tested in April. When testing the application in cloudy weather, it was
fast to identify the modern reconstruction carving and display its digital layer in the correct
position (figure 9, left). The layer remained in place while moving the device around. The
software was also able to recognise the cluster of Bronze Age carvings and display the
corresponding red layers (figure 9, right), although it took more time for the identification to
take place. The device had to be held precisely where the reference image had been taken for
the recognition to work. Furthermore, as the cluster is quite large, it was not easy to fit them
all on the screen simultaneously, and the application did not recognise the target unless the
live camera feed fully captured the carvings. When testing in strong sunlight, it was difficult
for the software to recognise the targets, as shadows were cast on the carvings. In this case, it
only recognised the targets after fully shading the carvings. This indicates that it needs cloudy
conditions to function, at least in the case of recognising unpainted carvings. Furthermore, as
the app was tested again in June in the same location, it could not identify the cluster of
carvings because they were partly covered with moss. This indicates that unpainted carvings
without strong outlines would need to be regularly maintained for the NFT technology to
function on them.
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Figure 9. The unpainted reconstructed carving (left) and cluster of carvings (right) captured from the application’s live
camera feed with virtual overlays (Råmark 2022).

6.1.3 Text Layers

In the final experimentation, the possibility of adding text layers onto the painted carvings at
the Vitlycke panel was explored. As the developed text layer feature was tested, it could show
the button and the corresponding text to any first recognised target it was tested on after
initialisation. However, after moving on to the next target, the application had issues showing
the correct text, and it would show the last displayed text instead. Therefore, it had to be
restarted for it to show the correct text of the second, third and fourth target. This problem
was due to an issue with the code, and unfortunately, a solution could not be found in the
scope of this experiment. Thus, it was decided to not use this feature in the testing phase of
the app. However, it seems that the feature has potential if the code is further improved, as it
could provide more context to the rock carvings for the visitors. 

6.1.4 Additional Features

The application also included two more features that Westin developed on iOS and the author
of this study developed on Android. The first one is called the place a panel feature, where
the user can choose between five different 3d scanned rock art panels and inspect them in an
augmented view of their environment (figure 10). In addition, the user could zoom the panel
up to its real-life size and inspect it from different angles. The second feature is
the 360° handheld VR feature, where the user can rotate their device to view a panoramic
image of the Vitlycke panel (figure 11), complete with sound recordings of nature. Both
features worked almost seamlessly and were included in the app to be tested by Vitlycke
museum staff.
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Figure 10. A screenshot of the ‘Place a panel’ feature created by Westin (Råmark 2022).

During the development stage in this thesis, the author of this thesis developed the Android
version. However, developed features of the application were also transferred to the iOS
version Westin worked on. As both versions of the app were tested, there were some
differences in their functionality. For example, it seemed that the iOS version experienced
more flickering while displaying virtual overlays while simultaneously recognising multiple
references of rock art. However, this issue was not present in the Android version. Moreover,
while the iOS version worked intuitively in disseminating scanned 3d models, the Android
version was a bit more robust in identifying a vertical surface to place the panel on and
keeping it in the same position when the user inspected it. 

Figure 11. A screenshot of the ‘360° handheld VR’ feature created by Westin (Råmark 2022).

6.2 Results of the Vitlycke Museum Staff Workshop

This section presents the workshop results conducted with Vitlycke museum staff as described
previously, based on the group discussions' themes. The results are divided into five themes
that constitute this subsection: Application Feedback, Evaluation of Public Use, Evaluation
of Museum Use, Using AR/VR Technology at Heritage Sites and Impact on Heritage
Experience. The staff members that participated in the workshop, remaining anonymous in
this study, are described in the table below.
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Table 1. Participants’ profiles and abbreviations used in the text (Råmark 2022).

Abbreviation Participant Age Gender
MT1 Museum teacher 29 Woman
MT2 Museum teacher 42 Man
MA Museum antiquarian 48 Man
MCEO Museum CEO 54 Woman

6.2.1 Application Feedback

The brainstorming session began with the participants giving feedback on the application's
positive aspects and needs for improvement. The participants appreciated being able to scan
the painted carvings and seeing their segmentation data and felt that this feature worked well.
They added that scanning the carvings and seeing the virtual overlays worked quickly, and the
images were clear. The staff also agreed that the app felt user-friendly and that it could
improve accessibility. Furthermore, they felt that it had the potential to spark interest in
people and to be a great attraction for tourists. MT2 even used the app immediately to
demonstrate the rock carvings' segmentation to a tourist visiting the panel at the time of our
workshop.

The participants raised many excellent points for feedback on what could be improved for the
application moving forward. For example, they felt that the icons used in the user interface
needed more clarity and that it needed better initial instructions. They also discussed that the
app would benefit from adding more language options, especially if it were made publicly
available. Furthermore, the staff raised the issue of the software's poor ability to identify
unpainted carvings, especially in strong sunlight. This issue was a recurring problem while
experimenting with the app. It seemed that the technology was not yet ready to work as a
stable visualisation tool for unpainted carvings. The moderator acknowledged the issue and
discussed the possibility of removing the feature until the ARCore SDK would support the
use of 3d images as references, which could make the identification easier as it can use depth
data in the recognition process.

Many participants felt that the app needed additional information to be more usable outside of
the museum context. MT2 said it would be difficult to understand the carvings one is viewing
without specific information texts that give more context to the rock art. He suggested making
the carvings clickable for viewing more information, which is a feature that I was
experimenting on without being able to make it fully functional yet. The group also felt that
while the segmentation worked well on the Vitlycke panel, it could be challenging to use it
there in practice, especially during busy seasons when the panels get very crowded.
Furthermore, they discussed that the Vitlycke panel, which was chosen as the primary focus
for the app experiment, perhaps does not demand the app as much as the countless rock art
panels with much less information and context available for the public. This is because the
museum already provides guided tours for the Vitlycke panel, and sources of information such
as physical signs are available. Furthermore, the staff felt it unnecessary to include the panel's
360° handheld VR view in the feature for scanning to rock art, as people are already standing
by the panel. While the argument is valid, especially for summer seasons, the option was
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included in case the panel would be covered in snow or leaves. However, regarding that the
Vitlycke panel is one of the most frequently maintained panels, the feature would be more
usable on less maintained panels. However, MT1 did mention that the option of placing a
scanned 3d model next to the user would substitute the need for a handheld VR feature. 

6.2.2 Evaluation of Public Use

The next brainstorming session explored the advantages and disadvantages of making the
application freely available to the public instead of being used only by the museum. This
session generated much discussion about accessibility. The participants found that one of the
biggest opportunities of having the app publicly available would be the accessibility to digital
information outside of museum hours, especially considering that the museum is only open
six months of the year. Another critical point was accessing the 3d models from anywhere: the
3d scanned panels could be used to educate students at schools or prepare them for a visit to
the rock art sites. People could also inspect the models after their visit in more detail and walk
on the virtual panels, which is impossible to do physically. Moreover, it would be an
opportunity to make non-physical visits to the panels for people who cannot travel. MT2 also
acknowledged that making changes and adding information to an app would be much more
dynamic than changing the physical information plates the museum is accustomed to using.  

Additionally, several disadvantages regarding the app being publicly available were
discussed. The participants all felt unsure whether people would make an effort to download
the application for their visit to the panels. The participants continued to state that most
visitors will only come to the heritage site once; hence, they would not likely be motivated to
download an app for the visit. Furthermore, the app stores are already filled with countless
applications, and not everyone is excited about using technology or is even knowledgeable on
how to use it. Thus, it could also require a lot of effort from the museum staff to demonstrate
how to download the app and explain how it would be used. Furthermore, the download
process would require using mobile data or wireless network, storage, and battery of the used
device. Another issue related to this would be the risk of people not knowing that the
application exists, which would require advertising and marketing. Furthermore, another
downside brought into the discussion was that having the app available at app stores would
mean that it would have to be constantly maintained and suitable for different kinds of
devices. In this case, the app would at least require an available Android and iOS version, but
moreover, it would also need to be suitable for devices of different production age. Therefore,
the maintenance would most likely require an expert developer with experience and
knowledge about app development. 

6.2.3 Evaluation of Museum Use

In the next segment, we brainstormed the opportunities and challenges of the museum having
full access to the application. The staff felt that the software would be easier to maintain if it
was limited to museum use since it would require development for only one type of device.
They also pointed out that it would be easier to control the quality of the app, and staff
members could choose to demonstrate only the features that are functioning correctly in case
weather conditions create issues for the software. MT1 felt this would also deflect any
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potential issues with the software reflecting poorly on the museum and university institutions.
Furthermore, if the museum used the application, it would not require any devices or mobile
data from the visitors. The museum could, for instance, rent devices to visitors for
independent exploration, or they could attend guided tours where the app would be used as a
demonstration tool. It could also be integrated into the museum’s work at schools, where
museum staff could educate students using the app. MT2 also noted that the application could
be used for fixed installations, such as AR binoculars, which could be installed at rock art
panels. Using this feature, visitors could see an augmented view with contextual information
about the carvings by looking through the binoculars.

Figure 12. Participants' answers organised by theme in a brainstorming session (Råmark 2022).

Several challenges were also discussed in limiting the application to museum use (figure 12).
The staff members mentioned that it would be difficult to use the app in large groups, as the
panels can be crowded and not everyone could get the opportunity to see the demonstrations
in detail. It would also require an investment from the museum towards hardware, such as
smart tablets, and the museum would need to ensure that the devices would not be stolen. A
critical issue that the participants pointed out was that restricting the app from public use
would negatively impact accessibility to heritage knowledge, by limiting accessibility to
museum opening hours. Furthermore, in this context, the application would only be available
to physical visitors and would not reach the groups who are unable to travel to Tanum World
Heritage.

6.2.4 Using AR/VR at Heritage Sites

The discussion continued by weighing the positive and negative sides of AR and VR
technology at cultural heritage sites. For this segment, the written brainstorming method was
not used, but the participants continued exploring the topic as a free group discussion. As they
were asked about their thoughts on using AR or VR technology at heritage sites, they gave
plenty of interesting feedback and real-life examples. The participants emphasised that it
would be very positive when this type of technology is used to amplify historical aspects of
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heritage sites, such as in the case of the developed application. The technology could add a
layer of information to the viewer and teach them something new. Furthermore, AR could be
used to add complexity to physical heritage sites or objects and reveal something that is not
easily accessible, such as the segmentation data of the carvings that cannot be physically
displayed. The participants felt that AR technology is more suitable for heritage sites than VR
technology since one can choose exactly what to display, and it is possible to leave out
content unknown to heritage experts. 

On the contrary, MT2 expressed that it is difficult to leave out information gaps in VR
visualisations since they fully immerse the viewer in a digitally created environment. The
participants recalled several cases of using VR technology at heritage sites, where the virtual
environment had been created with interpretations of historical facts and thus displayed faulty
aspects of history they felt were misleading to the viewer. The staff found many other
negative aspects of using VR technology, such as the high costs of equipment, difficulty
getting access to enough headsets for visitors and issues with visitors losing their balance
when engaging with VR. Furthermore, in the case of using AR technology specifically at the
Tanum World Heritage, it could be challenging to use it with crowds of people, especially
with the older generation. They also mentioned the points we had discussed previously, such
as the issue with getting people to download the application. Finally, the participants stressed
that if AR technology were used to replace the physical paint on the rock carvings rather than
as an alternative visualisation, it would most likely negatively affect visitor numbers and
diminish the heritage experience. 

6.2.5 Impact on Heritage Experience

In the last segment, the heritage experience and whether AR or VR technology at cultural
heritage sites could improve or worsen the heritage experience was expanded on. The staff
members expressed that regarding the app experiment, the impact on the heritage experience
was inherently linked to the purpose of the app. As discussed previously, if it would be used
as an addition to amplify the painted rock carvings and add information layers onto them and
would be optional to use, it would improve the heritage experience. On the contrary, if it were
a requirement for the visualisation of the rock carvings and replacing the physical painting of
the carvings, it would harm the heritage experience. 

Furthermore, the participants discussed that merely seeing the carvings in digital form would
feel like one had not even visited the heritage site. MA compared it to viewing pictures in a
book: “But do I feel like I have travelled somewhere just by looking at pictures in a book?
No, I do not.” MCEO extended this discussion, expressing that if people only viewed the rock
carvings in a digital form without visiting the site, they would not experience the physical
surroundings of the carvings and the environment that is filled with sounds and scents of
nature. The participants began to further deliberate on the need to conserve the heritage site if
one did not need to view it in its physical form to experience it. Therefore, they felt that
maintaining the physical visualisations on the carvings would be necessary, but AR
technology could be used to add more layers of information. Regarding alternative methods of
visualisation that could substitute the use of paint, the participants discussed physically
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projecting the colours onto the rock carvings, allowing the visitors to observe the carvings at
the physical site without using a device. 

Figure 13. Key points of digital heritage implementation from the participant workshop (Råmark 2022).

Based on the workshop results, the key points discussed several times were gathered in the
graph above (figure 13). The main positive aspects of the AR app used in Tanum World
heritage discussed were: the public use of the application would increase access to
information, AR features can be used for education purposes, AR visualisation as an optional
alternative would enhance the heritage experience, and the application has potential for
individual exploration. Furthermore, the graph displays the following negative aspects from
the discussions: not everyone is comfortable with technology, limiting the app to museum use
would deny access to heritage information, a mandatory AR visualisation would diminish the
heritage experience and the AR technology does not function stably for unpainted carvings. In
the next section, the workshop results and the AR applications are analysed regarding the
theoretical framework of this thesis. 
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7. DISCUSSION

The aim of this research was to consult the stakeholders to understand the impact and their
experience of integrating digital heritage into the Tanum World Heritage. As discussed in the
Theory section, according to the contemporary theory of conservation and the negotiatory
conservation process (Muñoz Viñas 2005, 209), the best conservation decision is approved by
all stakeholders and improves the meanings and symbolic values attached to heritage objects
or sites for the users. The first research question was to explore whether colouring the rock
carvings virtually would be a viable substitute for physically painting the carvings. During the
Vitlycke staff workshop, it was evident that the participants felt that replacing the physical
paint in the rock art sites with digital dissemination would diminish the users' heritage
experience. Furthermore, the participants felt that if the rock art was only visible in digital
form, it could feel as though the visitor was not present in the environment. The lack of
connection could negatively affect the visitor numbers. Therefore, using AR technology as the
only method for visualising rock art does not seem applicable.

Furthermore, the second research question asked how the public perceives heritage that
implements Augmented Reality. In the workshop, all the participants agreed that using AR
technology to provide additional information and optional dissemination for rock art would
increase the heritage experience. Furthermore, they felt AR technology could increase the
educational value, knowledge and engagement with the Tanum World Heritage. This finding
is supported by tom Dieck & Jung (2017) research, where the authors studied the stakeholder
approach toward valuing Augmented Reality at cultural heritage sites. In their research, the
authors found that AR has the potential to increase economic, experiential, social, epistemic,
cultural/historical, and educational values (tom Dieck & Jung 2017, 115). Thus, an AR
application could be a relevant tool to be used as an optional form of education for users and
has the potential to aid in the interpretation and accessibility of rock art. However, it would be
essential to further test the app with more stakeholders to fully grasp the experience of
different groups of people and further test which specific values the implementation of AR
could increase and diminish in this context.

Moreover, the last research question aimed to study whether implementing Augmented Reality
visualisation via the application would improve accessibility. As previously discussed in the
Theory section, the theory of access to heritage emphasises the necessity for ensuring equal
access for people of all backgrounds and abilities. During the staff workshop, the members
often pointed out the opportunities of using an AR app as a tool to improve access to heritage
information and experiences. As Deffner et al. (2015) demonstrate, the categories for
accessibility are physical, perceptual and appropriational and this discussion explores the
actualisation of these categories in Tanum World Heritage with the use of AR.

At Tanum World Heritage, most rock art sites are in rural areas, even in forest environments.
Furthermore, only four rock art sites are equipped with information plates, pathways and
parking facilities, and one site is accessible for wheelchair users. Therefore, the sites can be
challenging to access for the public without access to cars, not to mention for visitors with
mobility issues. This was demonstrated during the workshop, as one of the museum staff
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members did not join for the application testing at the Vitlycke panel due to mobility issues.
While the museum has created boarded paths that make the most famous rock art sites easier
to access, a vast majority are out of reach due to a lack of accessible pathways. If the app was
made publicly available, it could have the potential to improve physical accessibility since the
users could view 3d models of the rock art panels and a handheld VR view of the Vitlycke
panel without having to physically visit Tanum World Heritage. Although it is impossible to
engage all five senses in the experience of these virtual models, the viewers can engage with
their eyes and ears as the handheld VR view is completed with sound recordings of nature.
However, the app would not be accessible to people who lack vision or do not have access to
smart devices or the internet. However, in Northern Europe, up to 98% of the population uses
the internet today (Statista 2022; Bankmycell 2022). Therefore, smartphone applications can
be considered a viable option for increasing accessibility, especially in the Nordic context.

While the open-air rock art sites at the Tanum World Heritage are open all year round, the
visitors are provided expert guidance only during the museum's opening hours between May
and October. Furthermore, while many popular rock art sites have general information
available to visitors, it can be challenging to interpret rock art without more detailed
information or guidance. This poses a challenge for perceptual accessibility. By providing
contextual information about the rock carvings in alternative ways of visualisation, the
experimental application has the potential to improve perceptual accessibility. Furthermore,
many people, such as people with dyslexia or auditory processing disorders, struggle to
engage with written or heard information; therefore, visualising the rock carvings in colours
according to their estimated age can make them more accessible for a wider range of people
to interpret. Finally, it could also be possible to increase appropriational accessibility for
visitors through this technology. However, it is more likely for visitors to experience this
moment of accessibility while they are visiting the site and using the technology in interaction
with their physical environment and socially interacting with other people. Since the
application has the potential to provide more context, educate and visualise details to the
visitors while they are engaging with the rock art, the additional interaction could potentially
form meaningful connections and further appreciation of the heritage. 

The tradition of enhancing rock art with paint is still under debate. As previously discussed, it
has been studied that pigments in rock art paint together with solar heating can cause thermal
stress on rocks, resulting in damage of the rock material (Hall et al. 2007). However, the
continuation of rock art painting by heritage experts has the potential to prevent visitors from
attempting to enhance the rock art themselves. In 2016, the famous skier petroglyph in Tro,
Norway, was destroyed by youths who carved on top of the 5000-year-old rock art. While the
youths only meant to enhance the petroglyph, they ended up irreversibly damaging it (Orange
2016; Horn et al. 2017). Therefore there is no easy solution for the correct method of
visualising rock art, as both painting rock art or not painting it may eventually damage the
them, in diverse ways. While AR technology might not be the solution for this issue, it can
offer alternative visualisation for rock art that visitors have difficulty deciphering. As human
activities, climate change and natural events pose threats to the conservation of rock art,
digital documentation is crucial for preserving the rock art in some form. Although
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experiencing the petroglyphs through AR is not comparable to the actual physical experience,
the ability to visualise scientifically accurate, 3d-scanned rock art panels in detail is an
alternative method of digitally preserving them.

As novel technologies are integrated into cultural heritage, they can both provide
opportunities for alternative forms of heritage education and pose threats to losing connection
with our physical environment. The AR application experiment presented in this thesis aimed
to bridge the gap between access to heritage, contemporary conservation, and digital heritage.
After testing the app and analysing the results, it is believed that the AR app would be a
viable tool to offer digital visual information about heritage in an accessible way. Based on
the group discussions, the feature for 3d visualisation of rock art panels is the most functional
and accessible feature for the public. Furthermore, the AR visualisation in situ is feasible on a
limited number of painted rock art. However, the feature-based image-recognition technology
used in the application is not, in its current state, a viable method for large or unpainted
carvings and rock art that are located at further distances and in strong sunlight.

The tested AR technology would not only be applicable for the rock art in Tanum World
Heritage, but also to other sites in Sweden and in the world. The NFT technology used in the
experimental app is especially suitable for petroglyphs that are carved deep, as they are very
feasible to be used as markers. Therefore, the technology would be applicable to similar rock
art sites, such as Möckleryd in Karlskrona and Himmelstalund in Torslanda, Sweden. While
the technology functioned best on rock art that was painted, it can also recognise unpainted
ones and those located on rough surfaces (Blanco-Pons et al. 2019). Therefore, AR
technology could also be used to visualise rock paintings that are not easily recognisable, if
they are located on rough surfaces. For instance the rock painting of Tumlehed in Torslanda,
Sweden, could be an ideal location to further test this technology as the individual rock
painting is located on a jagged, vertical surface. The vertical location of Tumlehed would not
be subjected to such harsh shadows from sunlight, it would not gather much snow or leaves
due to its vertical angle and the NFT technology should be able to draw many key points from
the painting's coarse background (Blanco-Pons et al. 2019).
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8. CONCLUSION

In a session held by the United Nations Human Rights Council, Farida Shaheed argued that
access to heritage is a human rights’ issue, by highlighting that cultural heritage is linked to
human dignity and identity and accessing heritage is an important feature of being a member
of a community, a citizen and, more widely, a member of society (United Nations Human
Rights Council 2011, 3). Therefore, the cultural heritage field should aim to provide
maximum accessibility for heritage users, including marginalised groups, who face physical,
financial, educational, and perceptual barriers to experiencing and enjoying heritage. While
not everyone has access to the internet or smart devices, according to Statista Research
Department (2022), 63% of the global population are using the internet, and 83% have
smartphones today, with the number increasing every year. Consequently, smart device
applications can play a serious role in improving accessibility. The process of digitalisation
has become an inevitable part of global growth. It has also integrated the cultural heritage
field, as UNESCO already acknowledged the importance of digital heritage and its
preservation in 2003 (UNESCO 2003, 2).

Furthermore, based on the participatory workshop conducted in this thesis, the stakeholders of
Tanum World Heritage believe the developed AR application to be a valuable tool for
educating and increasing the availability of information to people. However, based on their
feedback, substituting physical painting with AR dissemination would negatively impact the
heritage experience. This issue is supported by King et al. (2021), who state that transferring
heritage from its physical context online diminishes the social embodiments and other
intangible aspects of heritage (King et al. 2021, 498). Therefore, it would be better for the
heritage-making process to maintain the physical aspects of a heritage site while using
alternative forms of information communication as complementary. In conclusion, AR
technology and other digital tools can be considered optional education methods to increase
perceptual and physical accessibility, especially for unprivileged groups, rather than
substitutionary methods for heritage dissemination.

8.1 Future Research

As this research demonstrated, the feature-based image-recognition technology used in the
experimental app is not yet a feasible method for carvings located in distances further than
two metres from the visitors and not reliable on unpainted carvings that are subjected to harsh
shadows and vegetation. Therefore, a marker-based method, such as using QR codes to access
digital visualisations or written information, could be a more suitable method for the
application in the future. Although the study had aimed to use a minimum intervention
method for the rock art, according to CTC, it would be acceptable to perform physical
intervention if it would improve the meanings and values related to the rock art and be more
beneficial to the stakeholders (Muñoz Viñas 2005). Furthermore, this method could be used
more reliably and accessibly, for instance, when visitors discover rock art independently in
rural areas. Moreover, it would not require rock art panels to be regularly maintained by
museum staff or be affected by different weather conditions.
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Since there are more than 20 000 rock art sites in Sweden and only a few museums that focus
on rock art, it would be interesting to further test the possibilities of this application on a
much larger scale. For future research, one could experiment with AR technology using small
marker plaques at rock art sites for the education and visualisation of larger panels and higher
number of engravings. Furthermore, to implement the negotiatory conservation process, more
stakeholders would need to be consulted on their perception of using markers for AR
visualisation at rock art sites. For markerless, NFT technology, it would be interesting to
explore the possibilities of AR visualisation with rock paintings, such as Tumlehed. If AR
technology would be viable for uncarved rock paintings in the Nordic climate, the technology
could be implemented to areas such as Finland, where rock paintings are more common than
rock carvings. These paintings, made with red soil, are barely visible to visitors and could
certainly benefit from alternative methods of dissemination.
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APPENDIX 1:

Rough ad hoc segmentation dating of the Vitlycke rock art panel



APPENDIX 2:

A grid reference system for the Vitlycke rock art panel


